
BUSINESS PLAN WRITING 101 COURSE

This course teaches entrepreneurs, startups and small businesses how to write a business plan that is actually effective
for raising investor capital, follows the.

Before you take this course, you'll want to gather the following information: 1. But if your plan is not written,
then you don't have a clear vision in a very literal sense of the word. How exactly does it solve the problem
that your customers have? Investors will want to know what advantages you have over the competition and
how you plan on differentiating yourself. You can use this simple formula to develop a positioning statement:
For [target market description] who [target market need], [this product] [how it meets the need]. Remember,
your goal is to keep your business plan as short as possible, so too much detail here could easily make your
plan much too long. Know your audience Write your plan using language that your audience will understand.
Financial Planning and Projected Balance Sheet Take the time and invest the money in a professionally
prepared Financial Plan for your company. Your initial price may not be your primary profit center. Without
truly understanding who you are marketing to, a marketing plan will have little value. If you are retail only,
then make sure your policy is posted near the checkout counter. New products or services should be listed as
"new" or "upcoming" to conveniently show steady growth. What is your company's projected sales growth
[usually stated in percentages] over last year? Price too high and you may have no customers. Most people
write it last, though. Distribution is how you will get your product into the hands of your customers. There
should be a stated and outlined Marketing Strategy for getting your products or services direct exposure to the
marketplace in which you hope to operate. Defining the problem you are solving for your customers is far and
away the most critical element of your business plan and crucial for your business success. There may be an
occasion to leave out one or more of these segments, but if you do, then be prepared to insert a blank page
with a title and a two sentence explanation as to why it is unnecessary to fully develop the missing portion.
Products and Services Description Include products descriptions in a separate section rather than in services
descriptions. If you are sourcing products from manufacturers overseas, investors are going to want to know
about your progress working with these suppliers. Clearly outline what it is that you offer to the client that
gives your company an advantageous edge over your competition. How does your packaging compare to your
competition? How does your product or service appeal to their needs? In other words, why should a customer
choose you instead of someone else? What are your sales projections for the next 24 months? Candidates are
guided through the core elements of the business sales plan and how to successfully create a plan, alongside an
introduction to the sales cycle theory. Every industry has different distribution channels and the best way to
create your distribution plan is to interview others in your industry to figure out what their distribution model
is. Do you handle it yourself and then have it quarterly or annually reconciled by a professional CPA?
Through some industry standard? Depending on the type of business you are starting, you may or may not
need the following sections. While it would be tempting for a shoe company to say that their target market is
everyone who has feet, realistically they need to target a specific segment of the market in order to be
successful.


